The Razer Wolverine V2 floats against a gritty, hi-tech weapons lab.

It floats downwards and rests within a green neon light frame floating atop a pedestal, flanked by robotic arms.

Two close-ups of the controller showcase the glossy black finish on its D-pad and buttons, as well as its clean, minimalist design,

Before falling gently into the hands of a cyborg in a hi-tech shooting range.

Text appears: Enhanced ergonomics.

The shot zooms in to highlight the natural hand positioning over the 4 thumb buttons.

Text appears: For greater control.

As the cyborg finger quickly presses the right trigger button, the controller produces a green laser bolt that hits the glass target dead center, shattering it.

Text appears: And precision.

The camera zooms in to the thumb buttons and D-pad yet again.

Text appears: Razer Mecha-tactile action buttons & D-pad for responsive actuation.

The buttons and D-pad actuate, producing a satisfying clicky sound to emphasize its tactile feedback.

Text appears: Added bumper buttons for customizable control.

Camera focuses on the top of the controller, where it reveals an additional set of bumper buttons. Equipment icons hover and cycle above each one, representing additional game commands you can input.

The controller floats against a gritty, hi-tech weapons lab as its heavy metal doors open dramatically.

The light flickers for a split second before turning on again.

Text appears: Razer Wolverine V2. Wired gaming controller for Xbox.

Razer logo appears.